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Understanding and Using Roles
The roles and permissions system in Moodle provides you with a huge amount of flexibility for
managing how students and other people interact with your course. The new roles system
supports guest, student, non-editing teacher, editing teacher, course creator, and
administrator roles out of the box; it also allows you to create and customize roles, and to
change what a given role can do in each activity. For example, you can now create
permissions in individual forums, which allows you to let students act as moderators in one
forum while you retain the moderator role in all of the other forums in your course. A role is a
collection of permissions defined for the whole system that you can assign to specific users in
specific contexts. The combination of roles and context define a specific user’s ability to do
something on any page.
For many people it seems a bit daunting to understand roles, but don’t worry. Using roles and
permissions is something you can take slowly. You can start the usual way, assigning people
as students, teachers, and other roles specified by your institution. Later, when your course
design grows more elaborate, you can begin to experiment with overrides and assigning
specific roles in specific contexts.

5.2

Moodle’s Default roles description
The description of each standard role in Moodle including the basic description and short
name is given in Table 5-1.

Role

Short
Name

Administrator

admin

Guest

guest

Authenticated User user
Authenticated user
frontpage
on front page
Teacher

editing
teacher

Non-editing
teacher

teacher

Student

student

Manager

manager

Description
Administrators have full access to the entire site and to all courses.
They can do all the necessary changes in the configuration files.
Guests have minimal privileges and usually cannot enter any content
except a teacher allows for it.
All logged-in users in the Moodle site in any role.
All users logged in to the frontpage course. Since Moodle’s front page
is also a course with ID=1 where you can add some activities where
the users can participate if they have assigned this role.
Editing teachers can do anything within a course, including changing
activities and grading students.
Non-editing teachers can teach in courses and grade students, but
not alter any activities.
Students can participate in courses and participate in activities within
the course.
Managers can access courses and modify them, without participation.

We’ll start simply, by assigning users to predefined roles in your course. Then we’ll take a
look at the roles and capabilities system and later discuss how to use the advanced features.
Now, before we start using roles let’s get some basics about Context, Permission, Role and
Capability.


Context: A functional area of Moodle. Contexts have a hierarchy. Examples of contexts
include a course, activity module, or resource.



Permission: Permissions are paired with each capability. There are four possible
permission values: Allow, Prevent, Prohibit and Not set /Inherit. (It is called not-set when
defining roles and inherit when overriding permissions.)
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Role: A named set of permissions those are associated with each capability. For
example. The “Teacher” and “Student” roles come with the standard Moodle install.



Capability: A configurable aspect of program behavior. Moodle has 100s of capabilities.
Each capability has a computer friendly name like mod/forum: rate and a human-friendly
name like “Rate posts.”

Assigning Roles in Your Course:
Most of the time, students will enroll themselves or be added automatically by your
university’s enrollment system, so there shouldn’t be much need for you to manually enroll
students. However, if you need to add a teaching assistant, an outside guest, or a student
who is having a problem with financial aid, you must manually enroll them, i.e., assign them a
role in your Moodle course.

T> By default, teachers are only allowed to assign the roles of non-editing teacher, student,
and guest. If you want to assign the role of teacher, you will need to ask your system
administrator for this to be allowed.
To assign a user the role of student:


Click Course Administration > Users > Enrolled Users in the administration block.



It will display all of the enrolled users in your course.



Click “Enroll users” in the top right side as shown in the image.



In the pop up window, first choose the role to be assigned from the drop down menu.
Let’s say that you want to assign Student role to your users.



To limit the Enrollment duration for some specified time, expand the Enrollment tree and
set the Enrollment duration and starting date.



Click on the Names of the users to Enroll them as a Student in your course.



After enrolling the students click “Finish enrolling users”.

T> Users must have an account on your Moodle site before you can assign them a role in
your course. If they don’t appear in either the existing or potential users list, they will need to
create an account before they can be assigned a role.
Students will have access to your course as soon as you assign them a role. They won’t need
to have an enrollment key or to confirm the enrollment.
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Removing Students
If a student drops your class, you’ll want to remove the student from your Moodle course as
well. Leaving a student enrolled in your Moodle course when she is not on the official roster
makes grading and class management much more difficult. When you record grades or look
for student assignments, extra students on the roll gets confusing. The nonparticipating
student will also have access to your discussion boards and other potentially sensitive
information. Fortunately, removing students is easy. Simply click the “delete” icon besides the
Enrollment method column in the extreme right on the Enrolled Users page of your course.

5.5

Temporarily Suspending a User Account
There may be times when you are not sure about the status of the students and you want to
disable them for a while before removing them completely from your course. In that case, to
suspend a user from the course:
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Click the icon in the Enrollment method column against the Students name that you want
to suspend.
Under the Status drop down menu change the status from “Active” to “Suspended” and
you’re done.

Managing Enrollment Methods for your course
If your university/institution doesn’t have an automatic enrollment system, then ensuring that
only students who are officially enrolled in your course have access to your Moodle course
can be tricky. Some of you may want to make courses accessible for guest users also so that
they can also take a sneak preview of the course which can be used especially for corporate
training. You may also want to let the students within your Moodle site to be capable to enroll
themselves in your course. For all these you have to configure the enrollment methods for
your course.
To manage the enrollment methods:


Click Course Administration > Users > Enrolled Methods in the administration block.



It will display all the available enrollment methods including the number of students
enrolled using the method in your course and options to add new enrollment methods
(New enrollment methods have to be first enabled by site administrator along with the
capability to add, then only you will be able to add them).



The enrollment methods which are shown as grayed out are currently disabled. You can
delete any enrollment method by clicking the delete icon.



To enable the Guest access of enrollment for the course, simply click the “Eye “ icon
besides the Guest access enrollment method.



To let the students enroll themselves in your course, turn on the “Self Enrollment
(Student)” method by clicking the “Eye” icon.



You can also set an enrollment key for self-enrollment method and directly add the
students to a group by setting the Group enrollment key.
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Capabilities and Permissions
Now it’s the time to learn about the Capabilities and permissions. As we discussed earlier
there are 4 key concepts to understand:


Role: A named set of permissions that is associated with each capability. For example.
The “Teacher” and “Student” roles come with the standard Moodle install.



Permission: Permissions are paired with each capability. There are four possible
permission values: Allow, Prevent, Prohibit and Not set /Inherit. (It is called not-set when
defining roles and inherit when overriding permissions.)



Capability: A configurable aspect of program behavior. Moodle has 100s of capabilities.
Each capability has a computer friendly name like mod/forum:rate and a human-friendly
name like “Rate posts.”



Context: A functional area of Moodle. A context is the scope within which a role
assignment is valid. Contexts are organized in a hierarchy, where lower (more specific)
contexts inherit capabilities from higher (less specific) contexts. The contexts in Moodle in
order of inheritance are:
o

System: All contexts in the site, including site settings and user administration

o

Site: The site front page course and its activities

o

Course category: All courses in a category

o

Course: A single Moodle course

o

Module: A module instance within a course (a specific forum, quiz, wiki, etc.)

o

Block: A specific block instance within a course (at the time of this writing this
feature is not fully implemented)

o

User: A user’s profile or personal activities

Roles are made up of a matrix of capabilities and permissions that determine what a user can
do within a given context. For example, a user may have course creator privileges at the site
level but be unable to post to a particular forum in a certain course. The permissions
determine whether someone can use a capability. Permissions may be set to one of four
values:


Inherit: The default setting. If a capability is set to inherit, the user’s permissions remain
the same as they are in a less specific context or another role where the capability is
defined. For example, if a student is allowed to attempt quiz questions at the course level,
his role in a specific quiz will inherit this setting.



Allow: This enables a user to use a capability in a given context. This permission applies
for the context that the role gets assigned plus all lower contexts. For example, if a user is
assigned the role of student in a course, she will be able to start new discussions in all
forums in that course (unless a forum contains an override with a prevent or prohibit value
for the capability).



Prevent: Prevent disables a capability for a user in a given context but does not disallow it
in a more specific context. You can prevent students from adding attachments to forum
posts in your course, but allow them to do so in one particular forum.



Prohibit: Prohibit is rarely needed, but occasionally you might want to completely deny
permissions to a role in a way that cannot be overridden in any lower context.

T> Keep in mind that permissions are set within a role, and then people are assigned to roles
in a given context. A person can be assigned to more than one role, depending on the
context, or even multiple roles within the same context.
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Override Permissions
Overrides are specific permissions designed to override a role in a specific context, allowing
you to “tweak” your permissions as required. Overrides may be used to “open up” areas by
giving users extra permissions. For example, an override may be used to enable students to
rate forum posts. The way to achieve this is through a role override. As long as the
capabilities you want to allow your students to have in your course (or within a module in your
course) aren’t prohibited at a higher level, you can override the permissions. Within your
course, for example, you can override roles at the course level or in a particular activity. If you
want to change what students can do anywhere in your course, override the role at the course
level. If you want to create a different set of permissions for a given activity, override the role
in the activity itself. Overrides may also be used to prevent actions, such as starting new
discussions in an archived forum.
T> Overriding roles is itself a permission. By default, teachers are unable to override roles so
this ability must first be granted by your system administrator for the course or site as
appropriate. They must also set which roles can be overridden by the teacher role. If you
don’t see the “Override roles” link in the Roles tab, ask your system administrator.
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Locations for overriding permissions
Since Moodle has got a very fine grain control of the permissions systems, so initially you
may be sometimes confused by the permission system interface. To change the permissions
for specific contexts the locations are:



Front page context: Administration > Front Page settings > Users > Permissions
Course category context (when used):Category > Administration > Permissions



Course context: Administration > Course administration > Users > Permissions
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Module context: (from the chosen module) Administration > Module administration >
Permissions



Block context: (from the chosen block) Administration > Block administration >
Permissions



User context: (from the user’s profile) Administration > Roles > Permissions

Overriding permission in activity
The override interface will only show you the capabilities for the context you are overriding.
So if you want to allow students to rate forum posts, you can override the student role in a
particular forum. You will only see the forum capabilities in the interface, as shown in Figure.
To override permission for a forum activity:


Open the activity for which you want to create the override.



Click Administration > Forum Administration> Permissions.



You can see the list of all roles having permission in the activity and even add a specific
role for that permission.



In the top dropdown menu “Advanced role override” field select the role for which you
want to create the override.



Modify the permissions for the override on this activity.



Click the “Save changes” button. Anyone with the role you have just overridden will now
have those capabilities in this activity when they next log in to Moodle.

Overrides allow you to create a lot of variation in the way students interact with an activity.
However, before digging into the overrides system itself, be sure you have a clear
understanding of what you are trying to achieve educationally with the override.
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Student Groups
Moodle has an unusual but effective way of managing small student workgroups within your
course. You can define groups at the course level, then set each activity to a group mode or
leave it available to everyone. The group mode you choose may also determine the behavior
of the module. Think of groups as a filter. If you are a member of a group within a course, and
an activity is set to group mode, Moodle will filter out any work from anyone who is not part of
your group. You are all looking at the same activity, but you can’t interact with anyone who is
not in your group.

Group levels
A group or grouping can be used on two levels:
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Course level - The group mode defined at the course level is the default mode for all
activities defined within that course. To use groups you need first to set a group mode in
Administration>Course administration>Edit settings.



Activity level - Each activity that supports groups can also have its own group mode
defined. If the course setting “Force group mode” is set to “Yes” then the option to define
the group mode for individual activities is not available. If it is set to “No”, then the teacher
may change the group mode:

Group Modes
There are three group mode options:


No groups - Everyone participates as part of the class. Groups are not used.



Separate groups - Each group can see only their own work. They can’t see the work of
other groups.



Visible groups - Each group does their own work, but they can see the work of the other
groups as well, as shown in Figure.

Once the group mode is set for the course or activity, students will interact with your Moodle
course as they normally would. The only difference will be the people they meet in certain
activities, such as forums. For example, if you set the group mode of a forum to separate
groups, Moodle will create a forum for each group. Each student will see the same link to the
forum, but she will be able to access only the discussions for her particular group. You need
to create the forum only once; Moodle takes care of creating the individual group forums.
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Why use groups?


You are a teacher in a course where you have several classes and you want to filter your
activities and gradebook so you only see one class at a time.



You are a teacher sharing a course with other teachers and you want to filter your
activities and gradebook so you don’t see the students from your colleagues’ classes.



You want to allocate a particular activity, resource or topic section to just one class or set
of users and you don’t want others to see it.

Creating a group


Click the ‘Create group’ button in Administration > Course administration > Users >
Groups



Add a group name and optional description (displayed above the list of group members
on the participants page), enrolment key and picture (displayed on the participants page
and next to forum posts)



In the “Potential members” list, select the users you want to add to the group. Multiple
users may be selected using the Ctrl key.



Click the Add button to add the users to the group.

